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Born in Currafrusha, Glankeen, Borrisoleigh, Co. Tipperary, 4 June 1871, Joseph
Shanahan was baptised by Fr P J Morris on 7 June in Borrisoleigh parish church. The
only godparent mentioned for Joseph's baptism is Bridget Ryan, who may also have
served as the midwife.
Glankeen had been the religious centre in the area in centuries past. St Cuilan
founded a monastery there in the seventh century and for centuries afterwards it had
been a noted centre of religion and learning. Though the parish cemetery is still
located there, the place of worship was moved to the local town, Borrisoleigh. During
the penal days any Catholic churches which were tolerated had to be sited away from
the more public places. A side street, known since as Chapel Street, was chosen for
the mass house or chapel. The last chapel in this side street was built in 1805 and it
was there that Joseph Shanahan was baptised. This church is now in ruins, part of it
being incorporated into a factory building. The sacristy, still standing free but
unroofed, is part of a private property.
Joseph's parents were Daniel and Margaret (Maggie) Walsh. Margaret was a
native of Glenmore in the neighbouring parish of Templederry. Daniel's family were
also natives of Templederry parish, residing possibly beside the National School at
Gortnagoona where the grandfather, Mike Shanahan, is said to have once owned some
thirty acres. It is thought that he lost the ownership of this farm and that he went to
work in the local silver mines. What is certain is that Mike's nephews, sons of Con,
got possession of these thirty acres later from the local landlord, namely John Dwyer
O'Ryan's father. That branch of the Shanahan family - two brothers John and
Jeremiah, and two sisters, one named Johanna - lived there until the 1930s. None of
them married. John died young of appendicitis. It was recalled that these Shanahans
used to come on a visit to the Bishop's family home every year on St Stephen's day.
The last of that family sold the farm in 1937. There was at least one other Shanahan
family living in that area. 1
Daniel and'Margaret were married in Templederry on 17 June 1864 in the old
parish church built in 1813 and also situated on a minor road. Fr John Kenyon P.P.
officiated at the ceremony. The witnesses were John Shanahan and Mary Walsh,
presumably family members. Their first child Mary was born in 1865 and when her
father Daniel registered the birth he gave his address as Gortnagoona It was the
custom in many parts of the country that when a male member of the family married
he set up in an outhouse attached to the home until he acquired a place of his own.
One tradition has it that Daniel Shanahan and his wife lived for a period in Glenmore
- Margaret's home town land - but there is no proof of this.
Some time after Mary's birth the family moved to Glankeen in the
neighbouring parish of Borrisoleigh about five miles away where they were provided
with a little house situated about half a mile from the town. It is not known why they
moved to that area. One tradition is that they had been evicted because they were
unable to pay the rent. Another tradition is that as Daniel was a herd or steward on an
outfarm owned by John Dwyer O'Ryan in the Glankeen area that he was provided
with a small dwelling house there. It is known that at that time there were several
Shanahan families in Borrisoleigh. One of these families in the Glankeen area had the

same Christian names as Daniel's family. 2 Therefore it is possible that when they
moved to that area originally they did so because of family connections.
Toe next three Shanahan children were born in Glankeen: Michael in 1866,
John in 1869 and Joseph- the subject of this study- in 1871. Nothing is known about
life in the Shanahan home at this early period, but it would be an understatement to
say that life could not have been easy for the family in those years.
Some two or three years after Joseph's birth his father was offered the job as
herdsman by John Dwyer O'Ryan near his own residence in Cloghonan,
Templederry. This O'Ryan family is said to have been the landlord from whom the
Shanahan's previously had the lease of the farm at Gortnagoona. What is certain is
that John D O'Ryan now provided Daniel and his family with a new home in
Gortnalaura about half a mile from his own spacious dwelling in Cloghonan. That
O'Ryan house across the road from the present Templederry church and school is still
extant and though the family in possession are again Ryans they are not related to the
former owner.
No trace now remains of the house where the Shanahan family lived in
Glankeen and where Joseph was born. A little monument in the form of a masonry
doorway marks the spot. It was erected by the parish priest of Borrisoleigh, 19501975, Francis Canon Davin. Recently a concrete seat has been added to provide a
resting place for people who wish to pray and meditate at the spot. A local family has
cared for the shrine over the years.
Templederry is situated in Upper Ormond, six miles south east ofNenagh. The
parish is in the diocese of Killaloe, bordering on the diocese of Cashel. It is traversed
by a portion of the Keeper Hill Range. The Vale of Templederry is a fertile spot,
nicely situated among the hills and the land is chiefly in pasture as the hilly terrain
was found difficult to cultivate. The parish is officially known as Killanave (Cill na
Naomh - the church of the Saints) Templederry, and it is today served by two
churches, the main one being at Templederry and the other at Killeen.
The change from Glankeen to Templederry must have meant much for the
comfort of the growing family as there was henceforth a fixed job and a guaranteed
income, little as it may have been by today's standards - reportedly a shilling a day.
But there would have been several perks. The house was free of rent and they were
allocated a plot of ground for growing vegetables, keeping some fowl, perhaps later a
cow for milk and butter and a pig to provide meat. In the absence of a cow in the
beginning they would have been helped out from the O'Ryan farmyard. John
O'Ryan, who owned three farms in the locality, had no family of his own, and he is
known to have been very generous in his help to the Shanahans. He greatly
appreciated the service and dedication of Daniel whom he may have known well
earlier as there is a tradition that Daniel had already served in his employment, and, as
already related, John O'Ryan's father may have been the landlord from whom the
Shanahans had the lease of their farm in Gortnagoona. John seems to have treated the
Shanahan children as his own over the years. He got to know them very well,
especially when the mother helped in housekeeping for him and in milking the cows.
Apart from whatever financial reward she received for her work, milking the cows
etc., she was recalled as once carrying home on her back a sizeable sack of com meal.
The basic food in the Shanahan household would have been potatoes, milk
and porridge until they were in a position to rear a pig for killing. The flitches of
bacon when salted and smoked as they hung in the kitchen would last a long time.
They may also have had a donkey and cart for travelling from time to time to the
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nearest town Borrisoleigh, or perhaps farther afield to Nenagh or even Thurles on
occasion.
The family were to inhabit that herd's house for over twenty years. It was a
two-storey slated house about thirty feet long with two rooms on the ground floor and
two overhead which served as the bedrooms for the boys and girls. Only a portion of
the dwelling-house remains today - one wall overgrown with ivy serves as part of an
outhouse. The gable end of the stable still stands close by.
The name of the locality - Gortnala(u)ra - is said to mean the 'Field of the
ancient ruins' - presuming that it read in Irish Gort na Laithreach - 'laithreach'
meaning, among other things, ruins or even a sanctuary. Beside the herd's house on
the slope of the hill is a field ringed by rather ancient trees and it is possible that the
Irish name was Gort na Iara - 'the mare's field', that is a special paddock reserved
for a mare when in foal, just as the area where the local schoolhouse was built was
named Gortnagoona, that is Gort na gamhna, the calves' field. Although there was a
profusion of Irish names in the area there is no tradition that the Irish language had
survived into the 1870s as it had in other parts of Tipperary.
The Shanahan children born in Gortnalaura are as follows: Richard born 1873;
Louis Patrick born 1875; Jeremiah (given as Jer on his birth certificate and later
known as Gerald) 1877; Bridget born 1880; Margaret born 1882, and, finally, Daniel
born 1885, the year before Joseph left for France.
Their mother's brother, Patrick Walsh, may have been living with the
Shanahan family by 1875. At least that was the forwarding address he gave at the
time. He was a farm labourer, possibly also in the employment of John Dwyer
O'Ryan and, though as his home address he gave his sister's residence, he could well
have been availing of accommodation where he had been working until then. At the
age of 22 he applied for admission to the Juniorate at The French College, as
Blackrock College was then known. Most likely this decision was prompted by the
fresh efforts being made by the President of the College, Pere Jules Leman, to secure
vocations for service on the foreign missions, particularly in Africa. One of the
students from the neighbouring parish, Joseph Gleeson of Garryard, Silvermines, who
was in the Juniorate at the time, was allowed to go home on holidays to make
inquiries among the clergy and in the local schools to see if there were any suitable
candidates for the_ Congregation. The parish priest of Templederry then, 1865-85,
was Fr Michael Gleeson, and we find the name Matthew Gleeson listed as a teacher in
the local school for a period. As Gleeson was a common name in the Templederry
area, Joseph may have had relatives among them. The fact that Patrick Walsh, then
aged 22 years and more accustomed to the spade than the pen. applied for acceptance
for the priesthood is significant. One can presume from this that he had a fair level of
education, that he was academically inclined and was well known to the parish priest,
Fr Michael Gleeson, and to a local schoolteacher.
Patrick Walsh entered the Juniorate at Blackrock College on 20 September
1875. This back- to-school challenge, however, trying to master Latin and French etc.,
must have been seen by the Director, Fr Joseph Spielmann, to have proved too much
for him. However as he was seen to have a solid vocation he was advised to opt
instead for being a Brother in the Congregation. That November he transferred to
Rockwell College near Cashel in Co. Tipperary, where the Brothers' novitiate was
then located. As Brothers were required to take a new name by which they were
henceforth to be known. Patrick took or was given the rather unusual name Adelm
after the French saint Ade/me - a lesser-known Benedictine abbot who lived ca 1100
and whose feast is kept locally in France on 30 January.
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At the time Patrick left for Blackrock and soon after for Rockwell, his nephew
Joseph was aged four years and four months. It is unlikely that he saw him again for
several years as in those times Rockwell was not easily accessible from Templederry
in the absence of direct public transport. Visits to one's home by members of this
French Congregation were very rare and allowed only for exceptional reasons. Br
Adelm made his profession as a Brother in 1878, and after a further year's
apprenticeship he was appointed to Blackrock. He may well have called around that
time to Templederry to make arrangements for his nephew Michael, then aged
thirteen, to accompany him to Blackrock to join the Juniorate. What is certain is that
Adelm always took an active interest in the family and was ever ready to promote
their interests. His name is given in the Blackrock students' account book in
connection with his nephew's account.
By 1879 Joseph was over eight years of age and had been attending the nearby
school at Clohinch. Later in life, when he listed the people who had made a
significant contribution to his welfare, he singled out his parents, the local priest and
his teacher. From the fact that 'teacher' is given in the singular one might assume that
there was only one teacher in that school and that he had had the same teacher all
through. That does not fit the facts as known. The National School at Clohinch was
opened in 1862. Prior to this there had been another National School already in
existence in the parish since 1845, and though the stone plaque still extant reads
'Templederry National School' it was located about a mile and a half from
Templederry in a rather remote area named Gortnagoona near where the Shanahan
family had originally lived. Because that school was rather difficult of access for
children from other areas of the parish it was inevitable that a new school would
eventually be opened near the centre, beside the old thatched church, in fact.
The records state that this new school was established on 11 August 1862, and
'taken into connection' on 18 February 1863. The Roll No. 5,632 indicates that by
then 5,632 schools had been launched under the National School system as compared
with the Roll No. 4,000 for Gortnagoona established in 1845. The original applicant
for the Clohinch school was Fr Peter Murphy who was curate of.Templederry at the
time. The school consisted of one room 33'x 17'x 10'8'. By 19 February 1880, when
Joe would have been ca 9 years, a report on the school states that an urgent letter had
been addressed to the Manager as to the extreme necessity of providing more
commodious school accommodation - that the school room calculated for less than 50
pupils has often nearly twice that number in attendance. It specifically mentions that
the privies were in a very filthy condition. 3
The Clohinch-Templederry girls' school nearby is reported as being locally
established on 11 August 1862 and 'taken into connection' on 18 February 1863. In
reply to the statistical heading "How situated in respect of a Religious House?" the
comment is: "The Chapel grounds adjoin the plot from which the site is taken but
there is no other connection."
It was natural that the Shanahans should have attended the Clohinch schools
by preference as they were quite close to their home and beside the parish church
where they attended Mass. That was also the route their father and their mother would
have taken when on the way to work in the O'Ryan house and farmyard.
Unfortunately little is known about the students of this school for the years the
Shanahans were in attendance as the register for the relevant period has not been
located. Details about the managers, trustees and teachers are available in the
Department of Education files in the National Archive. The main teacher mentioned
over the years was one John O'Dwyer. As O'Dwyer was a common name in the area
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there are no firm grounds for believing that he was related to the Shanahan's
benefactor John Dwyer O'Ryan, who was later to serve as trustee for the new Girls'
School at Clohinch. To say that the teacher John O'Dwyer was not regarded highly
by the Inspectors over the years would be an understatement. There are comments
such as "John O'Dwyer's conduct in making an inaccurate return of School Fees in
his Report is regarded as exceedingly reprehensible", and "Teacher J. O'Dwyer
reprimanded for not having Rolls called and attendance entered at the proper time."
Most of these offences would not have affected the students, as they had to do
with proper procedures in keeping accounts etc. It was a period of intense pressure on
teachers as the 'Payment by Results' system had been introduced in the early 1870s in
the hopes of putting pressure on all to improve standards. Inspectors were notorious
for checking on conformity to the regulations. 4 Their methods of testing the students
tended to concentrate on what was readily examinable with a view to a standard type
of reporting in order to arrive at a decision about the Results Fees to be paid to each
teacher. John O'Dwyer's rather cavalier approach to matters valued by Inspectors
may possibly give some indication of his attitude also to his students. In later years
he seems to have been on poor terms with at least some of his students. In the records
he features in one very serious lapse in physical abuse and this proved the last straw
for the authorities. They terminated his employment. But that was in January 1899
long after Joseph had left school.
The Shanahan boys Joe and Dick had in fact ceased to attend the Clohinch
school from December 1884 and transferred to the older school at Gortnagoona. The
records show that from the start of January in 1885 Joseph and Richard Shanahan are
entered in the Gortnagoona register and are mentioned as having previously been in
attendance in Clohinch. There is no evidence to show that there was any
disagreement with the school authorities regarding this switch from school to school,
and later we shall see that three members of the Shanahan family applied for the
vacant post of assistant teacher in Clohinch, namely Michael, John and Mary. There is
also mention of a Bridget Shanahan acting as monitor there. The reason for the
transfer to Gortnagoona school may well be the overcrowding in the boys' school that
had been a source of concern for some years. The matter was so urgent that the new
manager Fr John McCormack, who succeeded Fr Gleeson early in 1886, decided that
his first priority must be to deal urgently with this situation. As the girls' and boys'
schools were under the same roof he decided to have a new school erected for the
girls and have the vacated space made available for the boys. That was after the
Shanahans had already transferred to Gortnagoona. 5
Whereas the Clohinch schoolhouse has long since been demolished the
Gortnagoona schoolhouse is still extant - albeit in a dilapidated condition and serving
as a farm outhouse. It still has the stone plaque with the inscription 'Templederry
National School.' It too was quite small and would seem to have served as the school
for boys and girls. It was about a half mile away across the fields from the Shanahan
homestead but much longer if approached by road, as they may have had to do at
times in winter. When it rained heavily their father gave them his big herd's overcoat
and they all managed to share its shelter as they made their way to school. When
travelling by the beaten path they made a short cut through the backyard of the family
living across the road from the school. Their own close relatives lived in the area,
including their aunt, Johanna. As the Shanahan family originally lived in that area the
father may well have also attended the Gortnagoona school which had been in
operation since 1845.
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In later years when home from Africa Bishop Shanahan liked to cross these
fields with his nieces and nephews holding on to his hands. He chatted with the local
people and obviously relished being among them again. At least on one occasion in
the 1930s he addressed the students in the school and pointed out the desk where he
had sat. One boy who was very much impressed by the Bishop's visit and his address
later went on for the priesthood and became a missionary himself.
There had been a network of private schools varying in size and standards in
the area prior to the launch of the National Schools in the 1830s. The National School
system was well established by the 1870s and, though Teacher Training Colleges
were not yet the force that they were to be later, there was a system of apprenticeship
in operation that helped to train so-called monitors i.e. senior students who were seen
to have the capacity and flair to act as tutors to younger students. These could apply
for the post of Assistant Teacher once they reached the age of seventeen. Later if
judged successful they would be "called for training" in one or other of the Training
Colleges that were eventually opened. It is well authenticated that many of the
national teachers were highly competent and provided a remarkable standard of
tuition in the days before secondary schools became readily available. In some cases
students from national schools in the diocese of Killaloe went directly to the Queen's
College in Galway
We have no written record of anything about Joseph Shanahan's school
experience at Clohinch or Gortnagoona where he was known to the students as Joe.
We do have his testimony about the backup to school work in the family home. Fr
Reginald Walker CSSp, who has written well on Shanahan as he knew him in later
life, recalled Bishop Shanahan's talks to them as students in the senior seminary. He
quoted him as saying: 'You people study education problems in books and at
universities. I learnt its value from my father. When the neighbours used sit around
the fire at night discussing the social problems of the time, I often heard him say:
'Davitt said "Agitate, agitate." But I say, "Educate, educate."' He believed in
education as the most potent of all means to the improvement of a people. As we sat
around the table in the evenings doing our homework, he would pass around studying
our efforts, encouraging, correcting, and at the end of the week there would be an
examination with a prize for the best. ' 6
That insight into the family approach to education speaks volumes in that it
portrays an ambience of eagerness to learn from their school tasks and from one
another. In the language of the day the Shanahans were all known as 'great scholars'.
It is not surprising then that at least three members of the family were to make
application for the post of Assistant Teacher in the Clohinch school.
Apart from the standard school texts books may have been a rarity for them
but they had ears and eyes open to what was to be learnt from real life around them.
The National School curriculum at that period was notorious in that it did not
encourage nature study nor the love of local culture or history. But the Shanahan
children learned to appreciate the beauty of God's creation as they crossed the fields
to and from school, noticing the changes brought by the seasons in the life of plants,
flowers and birds. It has been mentioned that on the way to school across the fields
that they often surprised partridges who were nesting in the long grass. As Joseph
noted the snails and slugs that were in profusion at certain times, the last thing that
would have entered his mind no matter how ravenous he might have been was to
swallow one of these creeping things in the raw. And that was what he had to do
within a few years in France when he felt the honour of his nation was at stake
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because the French students dared him to swallow one of their species of snails,
perhaps after he had made fun of their reputed taste for that national delicacy.
The French system of education at that time had a far more liberal and
enlightened approach to the study of art and nature than was experienced under the
National School system and the Intermediate or Secondary programme introduced in
1878 by the Intermediate Board examinations. Shanahan may have found the change
over to the French system exceedingly challenging in the early stages but he was to
profit from it once he had mastered French sufficiently. Later in later life it came
naturally to Shanahan to relish a French scientific book that came to hand about the
life of bees. And it is recorded that while walking one day with a young friend during
his retirement he plucked a leaf from a tree and commented that there were billions of
leaves each year and that no two were exactly the same. He had a life-long interest in
nature study but this scientific approach never led him to forget that the world of
nature in which we live is God's work made for the benefit of intelligent beings, and
that for those who were attuned to God's plans they could sense that He was but
thinly disguised behind the beauty and infinite variety of nature. The joy Joseph
always found in the variegated beauty of nature was not something he learned from
books but rather from his sensitivity to the life of nature in the countryside as he grew
up. Often we find spontaneous snatches in his letters later where he comments on the
beauty of the territory he has just passed through, and he expresses the hope that
people would be led from viewing the beauties of nature to having a sense of the
beauty of God. To quote two extracts from his letters on this topic: "One is brought
by the beauty of God's works into ever closer contact with him who designed them
and keeps them in existence"; and "The beauties of land and sky and stream and
woodland find a tongue in the hearts and tongues of Irish Catholics to praise and
thank God and glorify him in their name.,,
The landscape to be seen from the Shanahan homestead was especially
uplifting. It was also challenging in that it was no level flatland but abounding in
rolling hills with varying shades of light and colour throughout the year and indeed
often throughout the day. The easily recognisable countryman's stride was naturally
acquired by him as he had continually to travel on foot, there being no other mode of
transport. This early physical training was to pay dividends in his long and frequent
treks through the Nigerian bush. This was all part of his rounded education.
His formal 'education in the basics of the Christian religion was part of the
curriculum in the National School. Most of the work of teaching formal religion was
attended to by the teacher, because, although in theory the national school system was
originally intended to be non-denominational, since the majority of students were
Catholics and the manager was normally the local Catholic pastor, the ethos of the
school was a continuation of the ethos of the home and the church. This posed
problems when Protestant children attended a Catholic school or vice-versa. We find
an echo of this in the official report on the Clohinch girls' school attended by
Shanahan's sisters at the time - 1884. Protestant children having no certificates from
their parents allowing them to remain in the school during the Angelus and the sign of
the cross being made 'when the clock strikes' must have had some objection made on
their behalf. According to the Register the teacher gave up directing the children to
make the sign of the cross at this time and solved the Angelus problem by allowing
the Protestant children out to play while the Catholic children spent a few minutes
saying the Angelus before going out to join the Protestant children for playtime.
We find this home-to-school ethos summarised by Shanahan later in his socalled 'Magnificat' : "Once more I wish to say how full my heart is with gratitude to
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Our Lord and to all those who in his name and authority - with such charity and
mercy - have co-operated with Him in bringing me into the Catholic church - my
good parents and the parish priest - in teaching me in school - my school teacher; in
making my home life happy- my parents and Our Lord ... "
The parish priest referred to, Fr Michael Gleeson, was born in Toomevara ca
1811. Ordained in Maynooth in 1847 -the year of the Great Famine - he had served in
several places in the Diocese of Killaloe, including Nenagh and Tulia, before being
appointed to Templederry in 1869. He was to serve there for most of the years while
Joseph Shanahan was growing up, and he was Manager of the schools. In December
1885, Fr Gleeson was transferred to Castleconnell where he was to serve till his death
in 1893 aged 82. His memory was honoured there by a plaque in the parish church.
Fr Gleeson's successor was Fr John McCormack and he was to remain on as Parish
priest till 1911 when he decided to retire due to age. He had the reputation·of being a
holy man, and it is recalled that he and Fr Shanahan were close friends in later life.
One presumes that Shanahan was recalling both pastors in . the tribute in his
Magnificat to the priest of the parish.
The name of the schoolteacher referred to by Shanahan in his Magnificat has
not been discovered to date. Most likely he is referring to the teacher he had at
Gortnagoona for the last year-and-a-half of his primary school days. But in typical
Shanahan generosity he may have been recalling all his teachers, including the
wayward John O'Dwyer.
That there was such an ambience of religion and piety in the Shanahan home
as recalled by Joseph later was due not merely to the formal teaching of religion
through the Catechism learned by heart at school but mainly to the spontaneous way
they learned to turn to prayer in the family home. Morning prayers and grace before
and after meals and the recitation of the Angelus were the norm for all members of the
family in Irish Catholic homes of the period The principal common prayer was of
course the family Rosary participated in by all. The five decades of the rosary were
normally said in turn by each member beginning with the parents followed by each of
the children in the order of seniority. There were the Joyful, Sorrowful and Glorious
mysteries of the Rosary honoured on successive days. The significance of these
different mysteries would later be expanded on by Shanahan for the members of the
religious society of Sisters he founded known as the Missionary Sisters of the Holy
Rosary: he was to remind them that all human life is like a rosary with its succession
of Joyful, Sorrowful and Glorious events.
But as well as the formal rosary with the summary of the Mysteries being
recited, there were what came to be known as the 'trimmings' - special prayers for
various topical intentions. And these tended to be added to. Then as the vocal prayers
ended there was normally a period of silence when all were encouraged to reflect
quietly on the events of the day. People were later struck by the fact that Fr Shanahan
always referred to Mary as The Blessed Virgin and not as Our Lady. That was, of
course, the traditional name of Mary in the Irish language, namely An Mhaighdean
Bheannaithe.
We have no account of the Rosary as recited in the Shanahan home but in the
first extant letter from Fr Shanahan to a member of his family - to his father - we
catch a glimpse of what the family rosary still meant to him and the special place
given to St Joseph. The letter was written in 1906 when Shanahan, then recently
appointed Prefect Apostolic of Southern Nigeria, was en route to Rome. He stopped
off at Susa in the Italian Alps where St Joseph's Apostolic School, which originated
in France, had taken refuge from the Combes anti-clerical regime. This was the school
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that had been attended by Joseph, 1886-89, when it was located in Beauvais. On the
back of a picture postcard of St Joseph he wrote:
"My Dearest Father,
It was at the foot of this statue of St Joseph that I said my first prayers in
France twenty-one years ago, prayers in which your name and Mother's were
surely mentioned. The French persecution has driven St Joseph from France.
Fancy my delight to see the good St Joseph once again here in the heart of the
Italian Alps. Needless to say, your name with Mother's, not forgetting Bridgie,
Dan and all the absent ones, were once more mentioned in prayer before the
venerable saint. May his blessing and protection ever be with you.
On Monday I go to Rome. Don't forget me in the Rosary. I want to obtain
very special assistance, which humanly speaking, I won't get; but if you pray
hard to St Joseph I am sure all my wishes will be realised - the more so as
they are for all those I love, at home, and for those other ones equally dear to
me in distant Africa.
Good bye for the present, with my best love to Mother and all at home. St
Joseph's blessing on us all, and he is your own Saint, Father. Do not forget it.
He will be your best friend to the end."
The centre of religious life in each parish was the local church. It had not always
been so in Ireland. During the not-so-distant penal days no public Catholic churches
were officially allowed. Mass was said, whenever a priest was available, in remote
and discreet spots in the open air or in safe houses of some size. Even when churches
were later tolerated they were never permitted to be located in public prominent
places. Since Catholic emancipation in 1829 a vast programme of church building
was in progress, interrupted only by the famine years. With the appointment of
Archbishop Paul Cullen to Armagh and later to Dublin a steady process of bringing
the Irish church into line with Roman practice was put in motion. One aspect of this
approach was the discouraging of the custom of the 'station house' masses that had
become normal practice during the penal days when Catholic churches had been
proscribed. The parish church from then on was, in accordance with Canon Law, to be
'
the centre of religious worship for the faithful.
Prior to 1873 the Templederry church was a thatched building located away in
from the main road but quite adjacent to the Shanahan home. This church, dating from
1813, has long since disappeared. Joe would have been familiar with it and may even
have begun his attendance at mass there. If he retained any image of that thatched
church he must have been reminded of it as he began his ministry in Nigeria in
improvised thatched constructions.
Of Fr John Kenyon, PP, 1860-69, it was said that 'his parochiate was full of
works in stone and mortar' He built a church in Curreeny in 1860 and in Killeen in
1862. He built a parochial house in Templederry. It was left, however, to his
successor, Fr Michael Gleeson, to set about building a new church at Templederry.
The delay may have been due to a dispute among his parishioners as to where the new
church should be located. Quoting from a local history: "At that time a deputation of
the parishioners waited on the bishop, Dr James Ryan, at Killaloe where the bishop
then lived; and requested that two churches would be built, one in Latteragh and one
in Templederry; but Dr Ryan did not approve of the request, and consequently only
one large church was erected at Templederry ... " 7 It was decided then to concentrate
all on Templederry and build one splendid and spacious parish church there. Much
preparation and collecting of funds must have accompanied this initiative. The type of
church finally agreed on must have cost a fortune for that period - solidly built in local
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cut stone with an apse and transept and rose window. Great credit must go to the
local pastor, Fr Michael Gleeson, as he may well have not received much assistance
from the diocesan authorities. The diocese of Killaloe was actually without its
resident bishop from 1869 to 1901. Bishop Michael Flannery, who took over the
running of the diocese in 1859, had retired in ill health to Paris within ten years but
was to outlive two of his three successive coadjutors! Reporting to Rome in 1887, the
Papal Legate, Mgr Persico, said the diocese ofK.illaloe carried on as if 'it did not have
a bishop'. Bishop James Ryan, to whom the running of the diocese was entrusted in
1872, was himself 'old and affected with paralysis' by 1887. 8
The Templederry new church was begun in 1873 just as the Shanahan family
was transferring from Glankeen to Gortnalaura. It was not fully completed till 1877,
when Joseph would have been six years old, but from their home he would have been
fascinated by this big building as it gradually rose on the horizon. It was fo this new
church dedicated to the Immaculate Conception of Mary that he received his first
Holy Communion. And it was there, one presumes, that he received the sacrament of
Confirmation though no register of such events was kept at the time. The coadjutor
bishop at the time (1871-89) was Dr James Ryan. It seems that the name Joseph took
at his confirmation was Ignatius Loyola as he signed himself at times Joseph Ignatius,
and in the spiritual notebook he compiled during his novitiate year in France he lays
stress on the teaching of St Ignatius about the obedience required of members of a
religious society.
As he was within a half-mile of the church Joseph took his turn as mass server
on Sundays and weekdays. In later life he recalled his efforts at learning the Latin
responses by heart. When home on holidays he liked to revisit the scenes of his
childhood. As he called to the family home of that period, by then being used by a
family called Dawson, he pointed out various places around the house that had vivid
memories for him. In particular he pointed to a window sill saying: "There is where I
used learn my Catechism by heart. One day when I was struggling with the Latin
responses for serving mass my brother said 'You will never learn it. You are a
blockhead!"' This was probably Michael who by then had spent two years in the
Juniorate at Blackrock College and had some hopes of being employed as assistant in
the local school. The family tradition is that Joseph and his other senior brother John
were always very close friends then and later.
The main 'devotions' of the period were Benediction on Sunday evenings and
the devotion to the Sacred Heart as expressed in attending mass and receiving Holy
Communion on the first Friday of nine consecutive months. Shanahan in his letters
later frequently mentions his strong devotion to the Sacred Heart which may have
well stemmed from this period. That he had happy memories of the contribution of
the local priest to the religious life of the parish is emphasised by his inclusion of the
priest in his Magnificat of thanksgiving for the strong faith passed on to him in his
youth. As Fr Gleeson was also manager of the primary schools in the parish he would
have visited the schools on occasion to examine the students in Christian doctrine.
The same would have been true of his successor Fr McCormack, who was officially
recognised as manager in March 1886.
One consequence of Cardinal Cullen's reform of church life in Ireland was the
discouraging of certain traditional aspects of Irish Catholic religious practice. These
were already on the wane with the disappearance of the Irish language where so many
sayings, poems and short prayers were moulded by the faith as expressed in a
vernacular idiom. The new English hymns and acts of consecration etc were phrased
in a type of diction that could not be classed as racy or of-the-soil for people living in
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the countryside in Ireland. Local celebrations in honour of Irish saints and shrines
tended to be frowned on, particularly the 'patterns' or festivals in honour of the local
patron as quite frequently such celebrations ended in faction fights. 9 As the Roman
Calendar was henceforth to be the norm for the liturgical celebrations, Irish saints
were neglected. Very few of the Irish saints appeared in the Roman calendar as the
vast majority of them were hailed as saints only by popular acclamation.
Templederry area had its own local saint, namely Odrain (Odhran), who had
been sent by St Canice of Aghaboe away back in the sixth century to build a
monastery at Latteragh and become its first abbot. It became a well-known centre of
piety and learning. 10 The original name - Letracha Odhrain - meaning the hillsides of
Odhran - highlights the hilly character of the area in general. Though little of that
early foundation survived into the nineteenth century, Odhran's memory would have
been still very much alive for the people while the Irish language was in use. The
annual pattern held on 15 August at Latteragh helped to keep the memory of its past
glory still vivid and it was one of the many local influences that would have moulded
Joseph Shanahan's outlook at a sensitive age. There is no record, however, of his
having spoken about such matters.
Glankeen, where Joseph was born, had also been a noted religious centre made
famous by St Cuilan the memory of whose bell 'Bearnan Cui/a.in' is still very present
to the local people. In later times the parish centre shifted to the more populous
Borrisoleigh where the first post penal day church was built some distance away from
the main street. In this fine church, built in 1893 and dedicated to the Sacred Heart,
there is an exact replica of St Cuilan's enshrined bell. The original is in the British
Museum. 11 No doubt as Joseph visited Borrisoleigh with his parents on shopping
outings or on fair days he was shown the place where he had been born and he must
have visited the church where he had been baptised as it was then still in use as the
parish church.
That Bishop Shanahan was to treat with respect the local religious traditions of
Nigeria must have been due to the attitude imbibed as he grew up in Tipperary. And
we know that he was very happy to receive from his family each year a sprig of
Shamrock to celebrate St Patrick's Day. His veneration of the shamrock as a symbol
of the Blessed Trinity and of the Irish faith was given clear expression in the Crest he
had designed when appointed bishop.
There is no record of how the Shanahan children were occupied once school
was over but in those days all members of the family had chores to attend to inside
and outside the house. The girls would in time have learned to help their mother at
aspects of the housework, and the boys would have outdoor duties in attending to
what cultivation was being done. The average for school attendance at that time was
as low as thirty-seven percent in country areas. Boys were very much involved in
small chores in farm work in summer time, weeding crops, saving hay etc. One family
memory recalled from those haymaking days was of their father regaling them with
songs as he worked. He had a fine singing voice. A song he loved to sing began
"Mine be a cot on the side of the mountain".
Again in harvest time there were plenty of jobs for them as part of the
meitheal or neighbourly pooling of labour on special big occasions in farm work.
Normally there was no question of remuneration for such work - just that they were
well fed and at times provided with 'refreshments'. It is possible that they were called
on from time to time to help their father in his duties as herd of the three farms, acting
as an extra sheep dog in the marshalling of sheep and cattle etc. especially on
mornings when he had to set out early for fairs. The nearest of these fairs was the one
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held in August in Borrisoleigh, but from time to time fairs farther afield would be
attended. Nenagh was ca 12 miles from Templederry and Thurles ca 19, but drovers at
the time·seemed to have taken such long distances literally in their stride.
Though most of their travelling would be done on foot one can be sure that
Joseph was familiar with the horses owned by John Dywer O'Ryan and which his
father would have tended as part of his duties. A possible meaning of Gortnalaura, as
we have seen, may be 'The Mare's field', a specially fenced-in area - surrounded
actually by a tree-lined ditch. Because it was on the slope of the hill it would not have
been used for tillage. It is there Joe would have been familiar with the mare and her
foal. From time to time he must have ridden one of the horses as he helped in his
father's work. Perhaps it was such memories that were in the back of his mind years
later when he came up with an unusual answer when he was bidding farewell to the
students at Kimmage as he was about to return for the last time to Africa in ·1938. One
of the more outspoken students remarked to him that it was a bit unusual for a man of
his years to be returning to the missions. He is reported as replying: "I am like an old
horse now. An old horse can't do what it could do easily once - jump a fence with
ease. But if you straighten up the old horse and face it to the fence with some
encouragement it will manage to clear it."
The only occasion we hear of Shanahan riding a horse was when at home from
Nigeria he set off on a journey on horseback. Unfortunately the heavens opened and
he was thoroughly drenched. At Knocknahorna he called in to a house owned by a
Mrs Ryan for shelter till "the shower is over". As the shower persisted he was invited
to stay for the night. He declined the offer of a bed as he did not want to deprive any
of the family of their night's sleep. So he sat by the fire drying his clothes! It is said
that Mrs Ryan sat up also through the night with him fascinated with his stories about
life in Africa. She recalled that he recommended that she say the Hail Holy Queen
three times each day for the grace of a.happy death. It is recorded that Mrs Ryan did
have a very happy death.
Shanahan recalled the neighbouring farmers gathering at evening time to
discuss social matters around the fire in their home. Certain houses were preferred for
such cuardaoicht or scoraiocht, namely get-togethers for discussions of topical
matters, for storytelling or card playing for a turkey in the run up to Christmas. Often
the venue chosen depended a lot on the woman of the house being a welcoming type
of person. One feels that though Daniel Shanahan owned no property of his own his
status as herd to a large property owner gave his opinions a special value. He was
vocal and was in contact with a wider world as he frequently attended fairs. Perhaps
also he had access the following day to whatever newspapers were got by John Dwyer
O'Ryan, who referred to him in his will as "my faithful servant". It was from such
reading they would have learned about the statements of Davitt and the happenings
during the Land League movement and about the launch of the GAA at the historic
meetings at Hayes Hotel in Thurles in the mid 1880s.
There is no information to hand about the games played by young people in
the area as Joseph Shanahan grew up, but as hurling was the traditional game in the
district he would at least be very familiar with the game. And there must have been
rejoicing as the news spread about the launch of the Gaelic Athletic Association in
nearby Thurles, and in particular the impetus given to native Irish sport by the great
Archbishop of Cashel, Dr Thomas Croke, whose residence was in Thurles. As Joseph
was later to be a keen and skilled rugby player when he was appointed to the teaching
staff at Rockwell College it can be taken for granted that he was naturally athletic and
interested in sport.
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The year 1881 brought changes for the Shanahan family. Br Adelm, who had
been a member of the Blackrock College community, was given a new posting- this
time to the Motherhouse of the Congregation in Paris. Brothers had each his metier or
trade to be of help in the material running of the community or mission. There is no
record of what Br Adelm's work was at Blackrock but when in France we find him
listed as refectorien, that is serving in the dining room for the community and
students, attending to the wash-up and preparing the tables for meals. He must have
already made some acquaintance with French as was customary in all communities of
the Congregation. He was destined henceforth to become quite conversant with
spoken French, and years later, when this was discovered by the Dean of Studies
(Principal) in Rockwell, he was to be co-opted on to the college teaching staff
What was to affect the Shanahan family nearer home was that Joseph's older
brother Michael, who had been attending the Juniorate at Blackrock, ceased to do so
once Brother Adelm left for France. The records say: "September 1881 Michael was
asked to remain at home." By then it was realised that, as he had no vocation to the
priesthood, there was no purpose in his being kept on in the Juniorate and there was
no question of his being able to afford the fees normally charged in the boarding
school. That was part of the normal selection process in a junior seminary, but it must
have been quite an embarrassment to the Shanahan family when they learned of the
decision. It must also have proved a problem for Michael because the education aimed
at under the so-called 'Intermediate' or secondary system introduced in 1878
concentrated on an academic programme aimed at achieving results in the public
examinations. Schools and successful students qualified for grants of money in
proportion to their performance in these public tests - 'results fees', that is. Providing
practical skills for success in life was not a priority for the designers of these
examinations or the programme of studies. And the religious training provided in the
Junior Seminary was not exactly designed for preparing young men for living in the
secular world. And, above all, neither the academic nor the religious formation was
geared in any way to life on the farm. As Michael was by then nearly fifteen years of
age it is unlikely that he would have integrated into the local scho<>l once more unless
he had designs on being accepted as a monitor with a view to applying for the post of
Assistant teacher when the occasion arose.
In fact the next time we find Michael mentioned in despatches is in the records
of the Department 'of Education. For 14 July 1884 it is mentioned that the Manager
had been informed that Michael Shanahan couldn't be recognised as Assistant, being
underage. For the following year the Manager was informed that the appointment of a
Temporary Assistant couldn't be sanctioned as the average of students attending the
school since his application was not sufficient to justify the employment of an extra
teacher. The difference then between the financial remuneration for an Assistant
teacher and a labourer was not great: the salary for the former could range from £19 to
£20~ the labourer's wage ranged from £16 to £23. So there was not much to choose
between them except that a teacher's post was more secure normally. It is not known
how long Michael lived in the family home and if he had much influence on the
education of the others, giving them the benefit of what he had learned during the two
years at Blackrock. He may well have been coaching Joe in Latin for reciting the
responses for serving mass when the uncomplimentary comment was made to him.
"You will never learn it. You are a blockhead!" It is thought that Michael later
emigrated to Australia
The Gortna!j,oona (Templederry) school register indicates that Joseph
Shanahan was in 5 Class in January 1885 when he transferred from Clohinch
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School. He was then midway through his fourteenth year. He was to remain on at
Gortnagoona till 31 July 1886, that is, until he had finished 6th class and was by then
15 years of age.
It has been stated from time to time that Joseph entered the Juniorate at
Rockwell at this stage. There is no evidence for this in the Rockwell records where
not merely the Juniorate register but also the community journal lists the members of
the Juniorate for 1885-86. There were actually only nine students in the Juniorate at
the time, and as the nwnbers showed no sign of increasing the Juniorate was fated to
be temporarily transferred to Blackrock College within a few years. One can but
wonder why Br Adelm had made no attempt to arrange that Joseph might be accepted
in the Rockwell juniorate at the time as the paucity of numbers was due not merely to
lack of financial resources but to the absence of any wide contact with the public.
There was no organised promotional system as yet to search for vocations throughout
the country. With the gift of hindsight we can see that Providence had other plans for
the special formation of the future Apostle of Southern Nigeria
In the Rockwell context one promotion venture is worth noting. From 1883 a
publication known as the Messenger of St Joseph was edited in Rockwell. The
contents were mainly translations of articles appearing in the magazine of that name
published in the Apostolic School conducted by the Holy Ghost Congregation in
Beauvais in the north of France. The editor of this English version was the President
of Rockwell, Fr Prosper Goepfert, a Frenchman, but he called on the prefects or junior
clerical masters to do much of the preparation of the text for the printer. Poems of
little literary merit by members of the community found their way into print. Items of
Irish public interest were also included especially about the public events connected
with the two great archbishops, Dr William Walsh of Dublin and Dr Thomas Croke of
Cashel. There were always snippets about the foreign missions, especially Africa. In
the 1885-86 issues there were articles about the life and death in Angola of the young
Tipperary-born priest, Fr John Hogan CSSp.
The purpose of the original French magazine was to promote the work of the
Archconfraternity of St Joseph based in Beauvais, and make known the work done
there at the Apostolic School bearing the Saint's name. Favours attributed to the
intercession of St Joseph were given prominence. It is not known if issues of this
magazine edited in Rockwell College came to be read in the Shanahan household.
Unsensational as was the content and style by today's standards it would be quite
exciting at the time for the Shanahan family to have available such a publication
connected with the Congregation of which Br Adelm was a member. And one can be
sure that Br Adelm would not be slow to alert the family to the existence of the
magazine. It would also have special interest for Michael as he would have known of
some of the people mentioned in despatches. A monthly magazine, the subscription
for one year including postage is given as 5 shillings. It would be of interest to know
if the first seeds of a missionary vocation were sown in Joseph's heart as he read the
pages of this magazine dedicated to his patron saint. In a letter to his father in later
years he reminds him of the special devotion he had to St Joseph. That too could well
have stemmed to some extent from reading the magazine. And as for Joseph himself,
by the end of the next school year as he had reached the age of fifteen he was destined
to be brought into very close contact with the Apostolic School at Beauvais where the
original of the Messager de Saint Joseph was being produced.
After one year at the Mother House in Paris Br Adelm was transferred to the
college in Mesnieres College in the north of France conducted by the Holy Ghost
Congregation where the use of English was considered very useful because of the
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proximity with England. Br Adelm served there from 1882 to 1886. It is not known if
he returned home during that period. It was not the normal practice to do so at the
time in the Congregation.
By 1886, however, Br Adelm was again on the move - not very far - this time
to Beauvais where the Congregation had been entrusted by the Diocese to take charge
of the Apostolic School there sponsored by the Archconfraternity of St Joseph. No
reason is given for the change but in the designs of Providence this change was to
prove critical in the life of young Joseph Shanahan.
Beauvais was the centre of a thriving confraternity devoted to St Joseph. One
of their projects was providing free bursaries or scholarships for students wishing to
serve as priests in the diocese of Beauvais. The Congregation of the Holy Spirit, as
the Holy Ghost Fathers were known in France, was asked to take charge of the
running of this confraternity. When Fr Arnet Limbour, recently returned from the
foreign missions, was appointed to this chaplaincy he decided to enlarge its apostolate
so as to help poor students who desired to be priests. He visualised the school as a
junior seminary which was to cater for other dioceses beside Beauvais, and also for
religious orders once the students reached a certain age and were capable of making
their own choice. The Archconfraternity had to be redeveloped to fund this project
and the school was named St Joseph's Apostolic School. Fr Limbour further
developed his plans to give the school an international flavour. He took in students
from French overseas territories, and there were plans to take students also from
German and English-speaking areas.
When Fr Limbour learned from Br Adelm that he had a nephew who was
interested in becoming a priest but had not the financial resources required in Ireland,
he agreed that Br Adelm should contact Joseph with a view to his being received in
the Apostolic School.
We know nothing of the run-up to this offer and of Joseph's acceptance.
Obviously Br Adelm would have been in contact with the family by letter and he
would have known of Joseph's dispositions. We presume that it was Br Adelm who
made the travel arrangements and that Joseph had to travel alone. This was quite a
challenge for a boy who probably never was previously on a train. And without a
word of French he must have felt like that German student, Anton Spiess, who was to
travel in the opposite direction from Gennany to Rockwell with a plaque around his
neck bearing his name and address! Even to get to the nearest station, namely Nenagh
or Thurles, must have proved a problem in those days. One can well imagine,
however, that John Dwyer O'Ryan provided the transport.
One can only try to imagine the leave-taking at the home of this closely-knit
family. Mercifully they were not to know that it would be over eleven long years
before any member of the family would lay eyes on Joseph again And in fact he was
never to return to that family homestead in Gortnalaura. Much would have changed
for the better in the family fortunes during those eleven years including a new and
more spacious residence. Finally, there is no record that the Provincial Superior, Fr
Peter Huvetys residing at Blackrock, was made aware of Joseph's departure for
Beauvais, nor was there any necessity that he be informed at that stage. Joseph was
not in any way connected with the Congregation, as he would have been if he had
been attending either of the Juniorates.
We return to the words written by Bishop Shanahan in his 'Magnificat' in
1931 as he prepared to leave his beloved Nigeria and enter into retirement:
"Once again I wish to say how my heart is full of gratitude to Our Lord and to all
those who in his name and authority - with such charity and mercy - have co-
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operated with Him... in making it possible for me to be a religious - poor old Br
Adelm ..in taking me, a poor boy, for nothing into a secondary school - Fr Limbour
CSSp at Beauvais.. "
As regards the members of the Shanahan family we take a brief look here at
their subsequent careers.
Mary is mentioned in the Department of Education records for 1892 as
follows: "That Miss Mary Shanahan 3/2 class be recognised as Temporary Assistant
in above-named School (Clohinch Female i.e. Templederry Female) from 15 May
1892 under terms of Rule 170A". Again for 10.1.1893 Mary Shanahan (3/2 class) is
recognised as Assistant from 1 October 1892. Because of her age at the time this
might only refer to monitor status. And finally for 29.8.1899: Miss Mary Shanahan
appointed Temporary Assistant from 1.4.1899 as averages for year ended 31.12.1899,
and for June and September quarters were over 60. The next time we catch up with
Mary in official records is 7 November 1900 when she was married in Aughrim St
Church, Dublin, to Joseph Dawson of Maynooth. The officiating priest was her
brother Fr Joseph Shanahan, and she is described as Teacher residing at 30 Bessboro
Terrace, North Circular Road, Dublin The presumption is that she was teaching by
then in Dublin Henceforth she was to live in Maynooth where her husband's family
had a shop. It is possible that the Dawsons of Maynooth may have hailed from
Templederry where the name was quite common in those years. A family ofDawsons
- no relation - succeeded the Shanahans when they moved from the herd's house to
the new home in Clohinch bequeathed to them by John Dwyer O'Ryan. These
Dawsons later transferred to a labourer's cottage in the area.
Mary and her husband Joseph Dawson proved very supportive of Fr Shanahan for the
rest of his life, and it was because of their influence that he gained access to
Maynooth College in the interests on his mission. As they owned a garage business
they were to provide Bishop Shanahan with a car as he travelled around Ireland in
pursuit of his missionary projects. Mary was to die in March 1940 when Bishop
Shanahan was in Nairobi. He received the news of her death on 17 March, the Feast
of St Joseph. Understandably he was deeply affected by the news.
Michael, the eldest boy, who attended the Juniorate at Blackrock, 1879-81, is
referred to in the Department of Education records for July 1884 as having applied for
the post as Assistant teacher in Clohinch Boys' School but that the manager, Fr
McCormack, was informed that he was underage for the post. Michael emigrated to
Australia. In an obituary for his brother John in 1924, where four of his surviving
brothers are listed, Michael is given as "Mr Michael Shanahan, P.M., Queensland".
There is a vague tradition that he was to be elected mayor of a mining town but efforts
to trace any documentary evidence about him have not met with any success to date.
John is mentioned also in the National Schools' records: he was a Temporary
Assistant teacher in Clohinch National School in 1889. Following in Michael's
footsteps he and Gerald (Jer) later emigrated to Australia on 22 December 1900
arriving in Victoria February 1901. Their decision to choose the Ballarat area in
Australia was most likely influenced by Br Adelm who had earlier spent three years
there (1888-91). John's death certificate for 1924 mentions that he had been in
Victoria 25 years at that time. He had been Principal of St Joseph's Catholic Primary
school where his wife Dora nee McMahon taught the infant classes. They were
married in 1910 and by coincidence the priest officiating at the wedding was a Frlater Monsignor - Shanahan, but there is no suggestion that he was a relative. After
some years John retired from his post as teacher to enter the stock and station agency
business. There is a family tradition that he visited Ireland to see his mother who was
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ailing at the time. At the time of his death, when he is described as an auctioneer,
there were three children, Kathleen aged 14, Richard Daniel aged 10 and John Francis
aged 6. Richard attended St Patrick's Christian Brothers College, Ballarat, where his
granduncle Br Adelm Walsh had been one of the founders in 1888 when it was
conducted by the Holy Ghost Congregation. After two years in the Jesuit College in
East Melbourne Richard opted to join the Colwnban Fathers. Having done his
Philosophy studies he was sent to St Colwnban's College, Dalgan Park, Navan, where
he did his Theology and was ordained priest in 1942. Prevented by the war from
returning to Australia he served for a few years in the midlands in England. Later he
served for a period in Papua New Guinea before joining the diocese of Armidale
where he was to spend the rest of his long life in very active and fruitful ministry
especially among the aborigines. In the lengthy obituaries published after his death in
November 1998 he comes through as a very lovable and successful pastor with many
of the qualities of his uncle, Bishop Joseph Shanahan, whom it would appear he never
met.
Gerald had emigrated to Australia together with John. Records show that they
sailed from London port on 22 December 1900 arriving in Melbourne in February
1901 On his death certificate 9 June 1948 it is mentioned that he had been living in
Victoria for 47 years, arriving then two years after John. Within two years he married
Mary Jane Tierney and by then he signed himself as Jerald Walsh Shanahan having at
some stage taken on his mother's family name. At this stage he is given as Hotel
Keeper and his wife given as Lady. Her father was by profession a house dealer. By
the time his brother John died in 1924 Gerald was described as being of the Victorian
railway detective force. Gerald's daughter Molly married a man named Scully.
Bishop Shanahan is known to have been in correspondence with her but the letters
seemed to have perished in a spring-cleaning after her death. Her husband remarried.
Apropos Gerald's taking on the name of his mother's family Walsh it is of interest
that his mother's sister had emigrated to Sydney.
Patrick was to enter the Juniorate in Blackrock on 1 September 1888 where he
is identified in the Juniorate account book as Br Adelm's nephew. (Cf. folio 502)
Adelm was in Ireland at the time en route to Ballarat, Australia; where he had been
assigned as part of the team who were to take charge of a college there. Patrick won a
£10 prize in the public examinations in 1891. He remained at Blackrock till
November 1891 when it was decided that he had no vocation to the priesthood. He
was later to set sail for the USA He is on record as having been home in Ireland in
1914 perhaps to coincide with Fr Joseph's return at that time from Nigeria in search
of personnel.
It is not clear where Dick received his post primary education. Surprisingly we
find him on the teaching staff in Rockwell in 1898 when Joseph and Br Adelm were
stationed there. No doubt Br Adelm had arranged this. He features with Joseph in the
Rockwell Rugby club team for 1898. It is said that when he was in Dublin for an
operation for the removal of his appendix that he made up his mind to become a
doctor. He took on a teaching post in the Christian Brothers' secondary school in
Cork and attended the medical school at Queens College, Cork, qualifying as a doctor.
Having qualified he served in the Manchester area and later in London. The Rockwell
journal records for 15 Nov 1921 that Dick visited Rockwell with Bishop Shanahan
and their sister Mary, Mrs Dawson. Bishop Shanahan visited Dick in England before
setting off for East Africa in 1938. Dick later retired to Tipperary. He and Bishop
Shanahan loved to walk the roads together revisiting the familiar haunts of their
childhood and meeting the local people. It was said of Dick that, like Bishop
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Shanahan, he would give away almost evel),thing he possessed. Having been awarded
a substantial amount by an insurance company he is said to have bought a motorcar
for the Shanahan family in Templederry. He donated the present substantial sanctuary
lamp hanging in the Templederry church. After spending some eighteen months with
the Shanahan family in Clohinch he decided to return to his practice in England for a
while before retiring permanently. In ill health he returned to Tipperary where he died
in 1946. He is buried with his parents in the old churchyard in Templederry, where
the Protestant church is today.
Bridgie was to marry James Kelly N.T., who taught at Coolderry N.S.
Borrisoleigh. Among his pupils was Thomas Quinlan, future Columban bishop in
Korea. James Kelly owned a pub and grocery at Chapel St about fifty yards from the
church where Bishop Shanahan was baptised. Bridgie and James had only one child,
Josephine. Bridgie died rather young having contracted tuberculosis. Her daughter
Josephine married Captain James (Jim) Murphy, based at Templemore Barracks.
They subsequently moved to Kilkenny City where they owned a_pub, which they sold
after a few years and went to live in Monaghan. They had three children, a son and
two daughters. One daughter married a German and lived in Monaghan. The other
two live in Dublin.xii
Maggie went to England where she is said to have trained as a teacher. She
died of typhus in 1902. Fr Shanahan, then Dean of the boarding school in Rockwell,
made the journey to England to officiate at the funeral. Later, when about to return to
Africa for the last time, he made a point of visiting her grave.
Daniel, the youngest, inherited the family home, but that home was not to be
merely the herd's house. John Dwyer O'Ryan of Clohonan, Templederry, is reported
as having made a will in June 1893 which includes the following bequest: "to my
faithful servant, Daniel Shanahan, my farm at Clohinch"
Daniel then moved into this new holding and dwelling which was to be the
main Shanahan home ever since and the house to which Joseph was to return
sometime after his eleven years exile in France. Daniel married and his son Daniel
inherited the homeplace where his family live today. J.D.O'Ryan also handed over to
the Shanahans a shop he owned in Templederry. This shop they rented out for a
period and later sold. The Hogan family, who purchased Gortnalaura, own that shop
today.
By the time Shanahan arrived back in Ireland in 1914 his father had died; his mother
lived for some years longer.
Unfortunately few of Bishop Shanahan's letters to members of his family are
to hand. We end with the one he wrote on a postcard to his brother Dick in 1906 from
the Italian Alps during his trip to Rome. Both were by then were familiar with the
Latin classics as can be seen from the reference:
To Mr R. Shanahan, Templederry, Co. Tipperary.
This is the heart of the Italian Alps, where the smallest mountain is seven
thousand feet high, the highest about thirteen thousand. Winter is there above
on the top of the hills, and here within a few yards away one would imagine is
the most beautiful of the Italian summers; grapes, cherries, fruits of every
description are just outside my window, and even the bees are not wanting! A
grand opportunity to study the "Georgics" - the doughty Roman warriors
alone seem to have changed. One of them carried a bag of mine yesterday, ten
yards; ten franks asked - a small battle; the warrior defeated - threatened to
tell Caeser to get the lictors to haul me up. Where will you hear from me next?
J.S.
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Shanahan's relatives cf Fr Ned Ryan CSSp Video interview on Shanahan. Fr Ryan's greatgrandmother was a sister ofShanahan's grandfather Mike.. It is said that the family of Mike's
brother Con lived in Gortnagoona later. Tradition has it that the Shanahan clan came
originally to Tipperary from Co. Limerick, where they were dispossessed by the O'Brien clan.
For information on the Shanahans and the Templederry locality cf notes taken in 1971 by Fr
Jim Giltenan CSSp. HRS Archives. F. also 'Lord that I may see' by Sr Philomena Fox HRS
pp i-ii
Cf. 1901 Census
Templederry Schools, Co. Tipperary - Research in National Archives, Dublin, December
2000 by Caroline Mullan. Cf. Shanahan Papers, 'Tipperary' file, Blackrock College Archives
For an account of the National School system in the nineteenth century cf Irish Education
history and structure by John Coolahan 1981 pp 1-36
For correspondence on this matter Cf. File 3766 re Clohinch School in the National Archives
The African Rosary 1944 April-June p.7
History ofEly O 'Carroll Territory by Gleeson, Vol 11 pp. 4 73ff
Bishops ofIreland 18 70-198 7 by Rev. Bernard J. Canning, 273
Cf. Emmet and Larkin, The Historical Dimensions of Irish Catholicism p .. 77f
History ofEly O 'Carroll Vol 11 pp.473ff
Sacred Heart Chapel, Borrisoleigh 1893-1993; Glankeen ofBorrisoleigh by
M. Kenny, 1944 pp 7ff
Note supplied by Fr Denis Kennedy CSSp, native ofBorrisoleigh
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